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Parents,

We hope you have all been keeping well over the last few months. I have found like many
others that I've got into a good routine with my family since SIP started...and better yet,
Layla is sleeping through the night.. oh yes :)

We are now offering Zoom Lessons for 1 on 1 and/or small groups. Please see the
images below for the detail but you can ask me any questions by shooting me an email
here. Please pass this on to anyone you know would be interested.
__

Classes and Camp Update: Please read this document to get a full scope of the current
guidelines for recreational programs: Camp Guidelines

A lot of the cities we work with are working with essential workers. So this, coupled with
changing guidelines, it's hard to put any camps or classes at this point in time. Cities just
don't have the capacity to take on recreation programming and this includes us.

However, most cities are looking at a July start for some programming. I will keep you
posted, I'm hopeful :)
__

Please check out our new site. Well..I just spent some time modernizing it somewhat and
I've also changed the way you seek out class and camp information. As always, please let
me know if you have a suggestion for the website.
__

Lastly, please reach out anytime with questions. I know all of us are getting a lot of emails
with COVID-19 info and when everything might start up again. I just wanted to keep it as
short as possible :)

I will email out with more information very soon.
We hope to see you in (person) July.

Thanks,
Coach Tim and the Futsal Kingz Staff
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